
...to tell the truth 

October 5 - 9, 2016   Hours: Noon-7pm Daily 

Opening Reception:Wednesday, October 5th, 7-11pm 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

SILVERSHED and CROSBY STREET PRESS are pleased to present ...to tell the truth , a group exhibition on 

view at Noho Studios, at 46 Great Titchfield Street in London. 

 

...to tell the truth  borrows its title from a 1950s American television game show, in which contestants 

discern truths from lies. The exhibition ponders truth in the wake of social media's mass-distributed and 

obfuscated ‘transparency.’ It recontextualizes materials and imagery that are typical to daily life which, in 

turn, shed the truth they hold for everyday consumers. 

 

The exhibition will showcase sculptural works by Sara Clarken and Joyce Kim, both of whom work to 

contrast luxury and frivolity with folly and destruction. Here, Clarken appropriates the imagery of a yacht 

ablaze - one of many practices of destroying evidence of offshore assets during government auditing - 

onto a partially-erect inflatable mattress, while Kim posits the transformation of live animal to luxury object 

and eventual disintegration. The resulting pieces combine everyday objects with incongruous imagery to 

become opaque conceptual works steeped in contradictions. 

 

Taking commodity fetishism critique as a point of a departure, the exhibition’s two-dimensional works 

poise materiality at an intersection with virtual reality, exploring the semiotics of visual cues within digital 

and photographic spheres - that is to say, the artists ask, where is the line between virtual and reality? 

 

James Powers responds by transposing a 3D rendering of algorithmic waves on fabric, degenerating the 

computer-generated origin of the wave and leaving behind deceitful photographic evidence. By adapting 

the classical motif of the wave, Powers evokes 19th century landscape and trompe l'oeil painting while 

questioning authenticity in the 21st century. 

 

Also materializing the digital, Patrick Meagher debuts a piece with iPhone icons intuitively composed to 

trace our clicks and drags throughout any given day.  Meagher’s digi-pop  poses an assaulting collision of 

virtual interaction and the material world, which slows down registry of his picture plane to icon-by-icon 

viewing with the goal of uncovering - through 21st century technology - new dimensions of consciousness 

in art and life. 

 

Jose Pazos also addresses consciousness through art with his photographic commentary on artistic 

process.  Pazos’s meta-photography speaks to chemical rendering and processes fading into history as his 

work’s images fade within days of public viewing. 

 

Also at the exhibition, New York City publisher Crosby Street Press (CSP) is pleased to launch new work by 

Sissel Kardel, Patrick Meagher, Georgieanna Richer and Sophie Kitching.  

 



Kardel’s Coming Forth by Day  is a collection of photos shot in Oakland, California and collaged with text. 

Along the same vein, Meagher and Richer’s collaborative work Tender Philosophy  is a booklet of Tinder 

profiles that paints a snapshot of dating culture. Meanwhile, Meagher also presents three solo books in 

progress; The Fifth Dimension, Accidental Meme,  and SoYouWantToBeAContemporaryVisualArtist.. 

 

In tandem with CSP’s publications are Sophie Kitching’s book cover prints, based off of handmade covers 

and digitally fused as printed image editions. 

 

Crosby Street Press is an artist-run project that produces artist books in three main categories: C ritical art 

theory, S piritual consciousness, and non-portrait P hotography. CSP also produces the imprint BetaCopy, 

which produces in-process artist publications as a series of low edition prints and subscription-based 

PDFs as their content develops. 

 

LINKS: 

Sara Clarken: http://saraclarken.com/ 

Sissel Kardel:  http://sisselkardelart.blogspot.com/  

Joyce Kim: http://joycekim.org/ 

Sophie Kitching: http://www.sophiekitching.com/ 

Patrick Meagher: http://pcm3.net/ 

Jose Castillo Pazos: https://www.facebook.com/events/344519005722790 

James Powers: http://www.jamespowers.us/ 

Georgieanna Richer: www.gricher18.wix.com/postinternet  

 

For all press inquiries and to RSVP, contact 

Selena Parnon +16314877649 or us@crosbystreetpress.org 
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